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Wouldn't it be nice if, for your next gig or recording session, you could pick up the 
phone, call one of your "people" and have a newly serviced selection of hip tube 
amps delivered to the locations of your choice? It would also be sweet to replace 
your alarm clock with a gorgeous blonde (or whatever else gets you off) who tickled 
you awake every day, but unless your name is Clapton, Page, Richards, Van Halen, 
or Hammett, that, too, is only the stuff of fantasy  
For now, the highlight of your mornings will likely be hitting the snooze button once 
too often, and you'll rarely, if ever, have the access, money or time to play with a 
zillion rare and costly amplifiers in your search for that perfect tube tone. With the 
advent of THD's UniValve, however, you may not even feel the need to, as this 
single-power, tube-equipped, 15-watt, class-A non-master-volume head provides a 
range of totally righteous and distinct tube-amp tones on its own. The ingenious 
amp allows one to insert a wide range of power tubes into a single socket--anything 
from a common valves like the scrappy little 6V6 or rocking EL34 to more erudite 
selections like the burly KT 90--without rebiasing or otherwise fussing with the unit. 
And because the amp does not traffic in noisy preamp gain but relies instead on 
power-tube overdrive to genereate its panoply of sounds, these switches create 
drastic changes in tone, timbre and reactivity. The UniValve also boasts a built-in 
version of THD's much-touted Hot Plate Power attenuator, which allows one to 
achieve full-blown power-tube distortion at even the tamest sound levels. 
 
Although some of the UniValve's most unusual design elements, like its easily 
removable metal grille top, are born from the unit's need to provide easy tube 
access, there is no question that they contribute to the eye-catching chassis, which 
is designed in the style of an antique tube P.A. head. The amp's etched-front 
control panel benefits from a lighthearted, art deco feel, and even the high-and 
low-gain inputs (named Rock and Roll, respectively) exude positive vibes. To the 
right of the inputs one finds the amp's controls for volume, treble, bass and 
"Attitude," a knob that regulates the "edginess" or "bite" of one's sound by altering 
the way the driver tube both responds to signal and drives the power tube. The 
tone controls are followed by the on/off switch and indicator bulb for the UniValve's 
built-in noise-reduction circuit, which, because the amp is very quiet, is something 
of a luxury. 
Next in line is the rotary control for the aformentioned Hot Plate. Unlike on other 
power attenuators (including THD's own freestanding Hot Plate units), the dial for 
this circuit has a smooth travel that permits it to be set at any increment instead of 
a set of predetermined detents. For those who want their tube grindings loud and 
unadulterated, a "Full Power" switch to the right of the rotary control bypasses the 
attenuation circuit completely. The next control on the UniValve's front panel is a 
Hi/Low Voltage switch, which, in the spirit of providing players with as much tonal 
autonomy as possible, lets you determine the plate voltage that your power tube of 
choice will see. In general, we found that high-voltage settings produced gnarlier 
sounds that will speak well to all manner of extremist. 



This product evaluation is neither the time nor place for an extensive treatise on 
the virtues of different power tubes. But suffice it to say that when faced with both 
humbucker and single-coil pickups and powering a variety of open- and closed-back 
cabinets, including THD's own rear-ported 2X12, the UniValve produced truly 
exceptional and musical tones that were both rich in harmonic content and focused, 
regardless of what combination of preamp (yes, those are interchangeable as well) 
and power-amp tubes we used. And while we were initially skeptical that a 15-watt 
amp could deliver sufficient punch for a live rock situation, the UniValve performed 
amazingly well. Certainly, metalheads and thrash demons will be better serverd 
with a bigger amplifier. But because it produces such a centered, focused and 
pleasing sound, when used with a more robust tube like a 6L6, El34 or 6556 the 
UniValve has no trouble keeping up with the competition and roars with the clarity 
and aplomb of an amp twice its power. 
 
The Bottom Line 
It is simply no exaggeration to say the THD UniValve is a modern classic that 
possesses all of the aesthetic and sonic qualities to stand the test of time. Add to  
this an extremely reasonable price tag and the fact that THD will soon be 
manufacturing a wide range of speaker cabinets into which the diminutive head will 
retrofit (creating a single-unit combo) and you're looking at an amp that may 
become a ubiquitous fixture on the music scene. 
 
List price: 
$995.00 
 


